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(54) IP BROADCAST RECEIVER APPARATUS

(57) There is provided an IP broadcast receiver ap-
paratus capable of, even when the input of a stream is
delayed, determining whether a stream is to be inputted
later and displaying a picture when a stream is inputted.
When the content providing side makes a request to set
a streamstatus attribute to "play" in a display using BML,

the IP broadcast receiver apparatus determines whether
channel information has been acquired from an IP broad-
cast server. The IP broadcast receiver apparatus sets
the streamstatus attribute to "play" if channel information
has been acquired from the IP broadcast server and sets
the streamstatus attribute to "stop" if channel information
has not been acquired from the IP broadcast server.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a broadcast re-
ceiver apparatus and, more particularly, to a broadcast
receiver apparatus capable of receiving an IP broadcast.

Background Art

[0002] In an IP broadcast receiver apparatus, data for
displaying a portal site or the like is generally described
in a BML (Broadcast Markup Language) description for-
mat. When an IP broadcast receiver apparatus receives
an IP broadcast, the content providing side confirms
whether a picture is being displayed by reading a stream-
status attribute that is an attribute of an object described
in BML and determining whether a stream is inputted to
the broadcast receiver apparatus.
[0003] Although the attribute can be read/written by
the content providing side, it has not been used for the
convenience in viewing.
[0004] Patent Document 1 discloses an IP broadcast-
ing system including a management device between an
IP broadcasting server and an IP broadcasting terminal
and capable of efficiently managing an IP broadcasting
channel number and a multicast address even if the
number of IPTV broadcasting channels and the number
of IP broadcasting terminals increase.

Patent Document 1: JP Patent Publication (Kokai)
No. 2008-160199 A

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0005] Even if the streamstatus attribute of an object
described in BML is set to "play," a stream may not be
immediately inputted for some reason. As described
above, whether a picture is being displayed is confirmed
by reading a streamstatus attribute. Accordingly, when
the content providing side makes a request to set a
streamstatus attribute to "play" in a display using BML,
a conventional IP broadcast receiver sets the streamsta-
tus attribute to "stop" if a stream is not inputted within a
fixed period of time after the streamstatus attribute is set
to "play." Not only when streams are not continuously
inputted after that due to some trouble but also when the
input of a stream is delayed by accident, the IP broadcast
receiver cannot receive a stream inputted after the fixed
period of time and display a picture.
[0006] The present invention has been made in con-
sideration of the above-described circumstances, and
has as its object to provide an IP broadcast receiver ap-
paratus capable of, even when the input of a stream is
delayed, determining whether a stream is to be inputted
later and displaying a picture when a stream is inputted.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0007] An IP broadcast receiver apparatus according
to the present invention determines whether channel in-
formation has been acquired from an IP broadcast server
when a request to set a streamstatus attribute to "play"
is made from a content providing side in a display using
BML. The IP broadcast receiver apparatus sets the
streamstatus attribute to "play" if channel information has
been acquired from the IP broadcast server and sets the
streamstatus attribute to "stop" if channel information has
not been acquired from the IP broadcast server.
[0008] A method according to the present invention
includes a step of producing a display using BML, a step
of receiving a request to set a streamstatus attribute to
"play" from a content providing side, a step of determining
whether channel information has been acquired from an
IP broadcast server, a step of setting the streamstatus
attribute to "play" if channel information has been ac-
quired, and a step of setting the streamstatus attribute
to "stop" if channel information has not been acquired.
[0009] The present invention may be a program for
causing a computer to perform the above-described
method. Alternatively, the present invention may be a
computer-readable recording medium having the pro-
gram recorded thereon. The program may be acquired
via a transmission medium such as the Internet.

Advantage of the Invention

[0010] Even when the input of a stream is delayed, an
IP broadcast receiver apparatus according to the present
invention can determine whether a stream is to be input-
ted later and display a picture when a stream is inputted.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0011]

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing an example of
the configuration of a broadcast receiver apparatus
according to the present invention.
Figure 2 is a view for explaining a portable site dis-
played in an L-shape.
Figure 3 is a view for explaining a picture object in a
BML document.
Figure 4 is a flow chart for explaining a process to
be performed in response to a request to set a
streamstatus attribute to "play" in a conventional IP
broadcast receiver apparatus.
Figure 5 is a flow chart for explaining a process to
be performed in response to a request to set a
streamstatus attribute to "play" in an IP broadcast
receiver apparatus according to the present inven-
tion.
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Description of Symbols

[0012]

A digital broadcast receiver apparatus
1 front end
3 demultiplexer
5 video/audio decoding unit
7 audio output unit
11 program information decoding unit
17 screen area combining unit
21 display unit
25 control unit
28 interface unit
29 storage unit
NT Internet
B content server

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0013] Figure 1 is a block diagram showing an example
of the configuration of a broadcast receiver apparatus
according to the present invention. A digital broadcast
receiver apparatus A shown in Figure 1 includes a front
end I which receives signals of a digital broadcast from
an antenna and performs channel selection and the like,
a demultiplexer 3, a video/audio decoding unit 5 which
decodes an output from the demultiplexer 3, a screen
area combining unit 17 which generates signals for dis-
playing a composite of decoded video signals and pro-
gram table data (to be described later), a display unit 21
which is based on signals generated by the screen area
combining unit 17, and an audio output unit 7 which out-
puts sounds.
[0014]  The digital broadcast receiver apparatus also
includes a program information decoding unit 11 which
decodes program information outputted from the demul-
tiplexer 3 and an electronic program table generating unit
15 which generates an electronic program table on the
basis of the program information decoded by the program
information decoding unit 11.
[0015] The digital broadcast receiver apparatus further
includes an interface unit 28 which forms an interface
with another external device, a remote control light re-
ceiving unit 23 which receives a remote control signal
from a remote control serving as a control device, a con-
trol unit (CPU) 25 which controls the entire apparatus, a
memory unit (RAM and ROM) 27 on which an application
program for various processes to be executed by the
control unit 25 is recorded and which expands the pro-
gram and supplies the expanded program to the CPU,
and a storage unit which stores a CDN configuration in-
formation file and channel information (to be described
later). The interface unit 28 can receive digital content
delivered from a content server B over a CDN (to be
described later). The control unit 25 also performs control
associated with channel selection when IPTV is selected.
[0016] An IP broadcast receiver apparatus displays a

portal site when the IP broadcast receiver apparatus is
powered on, and an IP broadcasting button on a remote
control is pressed. For example, the portal site is com-
posed of an L-shaped static region where buttons for
content selection, a notification, and the like are arranged
and a dynamic region where a content picture is dis-
played, as shown in Figure 2. For example, when a
weather forecast button in the static region is pressed by
operating the remote control, weather forecast content
is displayed in the dynamic region.
[0017] Data for displaying the portal site is described
in BML (Broadcast Markup Language). A picture dis-
played in the dynamic region is described with a picture
object.
[0018] Figure 3 is a view for explaining a picture object
in a BML document. In a piece of BML text between the
<bml> tag and the </bml> tag, an "object" tag like a part
surrounded by a broken line in Figure 3 can be described
as a description for arranging a picture object. In an "ob-
ject" tag, the type of a picture can be specified with an
attribute "type." In the example in Figure 3, the attribute
"type" indicates that a picture is a picture of an IP broad-
cast. An IP broadcast channel can be specified with an
attribute "data." An attribute "streamstatus" can be set to
"play" indicating a play state or "stop" indicating a non-
displayed state. These attributes can be read/written by
a script from the content providing side. For example,
assume that a script is written such that if the weather
forecast button in the static region is pressed, a stream-
status attribute is set to "stop," an IP broadcast is
stopped, a data attribute is changed to a weather forecast
channel, and the streamstatus attribute is set back to
"play." In this case, when the weather forecast button in
the static region is pressed, weather forecast content
starts to be displayed in the dynamic region.
[0019] A streamstatus attribute with a value of "play"
serves as an instruction to join a multicast address. The
streamstatus attribute with a value of "stop" serves as an
instruction to leave a joined multicast address. Joining a
multicast address requires acquisition of channel infor-
mation from a SI (Service Information)-dedicated TS
(Transport Stream), and the acquisition of channel infor-
mation requires joining the SI-dedicated TS.
[0020] Upon receipt of a request to set a streamstatus
attribute to "play," an IP broadcast receiver apparatus
according to the present invention determines that a
stream is to be inputted and sets the streamstatus at-
tribute to "play" if channel information is present, i.e., if
channel information has been acquired from an IP broad-
cast server. Even if a stream is inputted late, since the
streamstatus attribute remains "play," the IP broadcast
receiver apparatus can receive the stream and display a
picture.
[0021] The content providing side reads a streamsta-
tus attribute and determines, on the basis of whether the
streamstatus attribute is "play" or "stop," whether a
stream is being inputted to an IP broadcast receiver ap-
paratus, thereby confirming whether a picture is being
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displayed. Accordingly, if streams are not continuously
inputted, the streamstatus attribute needs to be set to
"stop." An IP broadcast receiver apparatus according to
the present invention determines that streams are not
continuously inputted and does not set a streamstatus
attribute to "play" if channel information is not present.
[0022] A specific process to be performed in response
to a request to set a streamstatus attribute to "play" in an
IP broadcast receiver apparatus according to the present
invention will be described. First, a process to be per-
formed in response to a request to set a streamstatus
attribute to "play" in a conventional IP broadcast receiver
apparatus serving as an object to be compared will be
described.
[0023] Figure 4 is a flow chart for explaining the proc-
ess to be performed in response to a request to set the
streamstatus attribute to "play" in the conventional IP
broadcast receiver apparatus. In step S101, the IP broad-
cast receiver apparatus acquires CDN configuration in-
formation. In step S102, the IP broadcast receiver appa-
ratus acquires PF configuration information on the basis
of information described in the CDN configuration infor-
mation. In step S103, the IP broadcast receiver appara-
tus acquires an SI-dedicated TS on the basis of informa-
tion described in the PF configuration information. In step
S104, the IP broadcast receiver apparatus acquires a
BML document on the basis of the information described
in the PF configuration information. Assume that the IP
broadcast receiver apparatus has received an instruction
to set the streamstatus attribute of an IP broadcast object
to "play" from the content providing side in step S105.
[0024] In step S106, the IP broadcast receiver appa-
ratus sets the streamstatus attribute to "play." In steps
S107 and S108, the IP broadcast receiver apparatus de-
termines whether a stream has been inputted within a
fixed period of time. If a stream has been inputted within
the fixed period of time, the IP broadcast receiver appa-
ratus abandons the BML document in step S109 and
ends the process. On the other hand, if no stream has
been inputted within the fixed period of time, the IP broad-
cast receiver apparatus sets the streamstatus attribute
to "stop" in step S110, abandons the BML document in
step S109, and ends the process.
[0025] In this conventional process, if no stream has
been inputted within the fixed period of time after the
streamstatus attribute is set to "play," the streamstatus
attribute is always set to "stop." Accordingly, if a stream
is inputted after a lapse of the fixed period of time, the IP
broadcast receiver apparatus cannot receive the stream
and display a picture.
[0026] Figure 5 is a flow chart for explaining a process
to be performed in response to a request to set a stream-
status attribute to "play" in an IP broadcast receiver ap-
paratus according to the present invention will be de-
scribed. In step S201, the IP broadcast receiver appara-
tus acquires CDN configuration information. In step
S202, the IP broadcast receiver apparatus acquires PF
configuration information on the basis of information de-

scribed in the CDN configuration information. In step
S203, the IP broadcast receiver apparatus acquires an
SI-dedicated TS on the basis of information described in
the PF configuration information. In step S204, the IP
broadcast receiver apparatus acquires a BML document
on the basis of the information described in the PF con-
figuration information. Assume that the IP broadcast re-
ceiver apparatus has received an instruction to set the
streamstatus attribute of an IP broadcast object to "play"
from the content providing side in step S205. The process
is the same as the process in the conventional IP broad-
cast receiver apparatus so far.
[0027] In step S206, the IP broadcast receiver appa-
ratus determines whether channel information is present,
i.e., whether a process of joining the SI-dedicated TS and
correctly acquiring channel information in step S203 has
been successful. If channel information is present, the
IP broadcast receiver apparatus sets the streamstatus
attribute to "play" in step S207. On the other hand, if no
channel information is present, the IP broadcast receiver
apparatus sets the streamstatus attribute to "stop" in step
S208. The IP broadcast receiver apparatus abandons
the BML document in step S209 and ends the process.
[0028] An IP broadcast receiver apparatus according
to the present invention determines whether a stream is
to be inputted, on the basis of the presence or absence
of channel information. Even when the input of a stream
is delayed, if channel information is present, the IP broad-
cast receiver apparatus determines that a stream is to
be inputted later and allows a streamstatus attribute to
be set to "play." Accordingly, when a stream is inputted,
the IP broadcast receiver apparatus can display a picture.
On the other hand, if no channel information is present,
the IP broadcast receiver apparatus determines that no
streams are to be continuously inputted and sets the
streamstatus attribute to "stop" to indicate that no stream
is being inputted when the streamstatus attribute is read.

Industrial Applicability

[0029] The present invention is applicable to an IP
broadcast receiver apparatus.

Claims

1. An IP broadcast receiver apparatus wherein, when
a request to set a streamstatus attribute to "play" is
made from a content providing side in a display using
BML, the apparatus determines whether channel in-
formation has been acquired from an IP broadcast
server, sets the streamstatus attribute to "play" if
channel information has been acquired from the IP
broadcast server, and sets the streamstatus attribute
to "stop" if channel information has not been ac-
quired from the IP broadcast server.

2. A method comprising:
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a step of producing a display using BML;
a step of receiving a request to set a streamsta-
tus attribute to "play" from a content providing
side;
a step of determining whether channel informa-
tion has been acquired from an IP broadcast
server;
a step of setting the streamstatus attribute to
"play" if channel information has been acquired;
and
a step of setting the streamstatus attribute to
"stop" if channel information has not been ac-
quired.

3. A program for causing a computer to perform a meth-
od according to claim 2.

4. A computer-readable recording medium having a
program according to claim 3 recorded thereon.
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